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About This Content

The Total War battle engine has been re-engineered for the ultimate in visceral conflict. Intricate new animations enable your
Samurai to carve a bloody, limb-strewn path through enemy armies.

The Total War: SHOGUN 2 Blood Pack features new visual effects during real time battles:

Decapitation and limb severing

Blood effects on unit models, equipment and ground

Blood-squirt from projectile and weapon impact

New sounds for dismemberment and spurting blood

Blood-spatter effect on camera

The Blood Pack visual effects can be turned on and off from the game Options menu.
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Title: Total War: Shogun 2 - Blood Pack DLC
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
The Creative Assembly, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Total War
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / Vista / XP

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor / 2.6 GHz Intel Single Core processor, or AMD equivalent (with SSE2)

Memory: 1GB RAM (XP), 2GB RAM (Vista / Windows7)

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 3)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 32GB free hard disk space

Screen Resolution: 1024x768 minimum

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Monster Garden is sort of a weird place, but a genuinely happy one. This game is not a "be a hero, get all the items" quest, it's a
short and super friendly experience that doesn't really compare to any other games I've played. It feels personal, and different,
and it really deserves the indie term for itself, rather than just because of who developed it.. I love this game, but i would like a
sandbox mode. I've been reading some bad reviews of this game, I think written by people who expected something different
from what they got. It's a relatively short but cute, enjoyable point-and-click puzzle game. You play a ghost, who can make
items in his house move in order to scare the residents. By clicking the items in the right combinations and at the right times,
you are able to construct elaborate scares that will eventually cause your unwelcome houseguests to leave. The puzzles are rarely
that difficult, but they can be tricky if you don't use a little imagination. I especially enjoyed harassing the old man with a
crossbow, making him shoot arrows into people's butts and set things on fire. It has an intro from Neil Gaiman and the art
direction looks like something he would design, but don't buy this game solely on the Neil Gaiman name. Buy it if you like a
clever family-friendly, puzzle game with some replay value and a unique art style.. I completed the game in 15-17 minutes. It
was pretty easy, just walk around, do the thing, meet the folk, and hit those bubbles.
I speak Mandarin, and I still understood nothing.
I still want to meet the keyboard man.. This game is very fun. It could really use a bigger player base. The one problem is that it
is seasonal and no one wil play after christmas.... Still I recommend it for a simple game it is very fun.
. Luck based wating game. Bought it for 5$, added Stockfish engine. Works well. Database is nice to have. The Fritz 13SE
engine seemed a bit... Crap.

I have more than 54 hours in it, offline mode.
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HORRIFIC physics with tons of random stuff happening you can never reasonably expect, abysmal controls. Absolute
nightmare to play. Avoid at all costs.. decent f-zero clone in unity. no joypad support for menus but you can use it in gameplay.
there's no gas, apperantly just automatically gases for you so all you have to do is hit the boost pads and jump pads. gotta get
first to unlock other tracks. looks like a decent amount of cars and tracks to unlock. overall, not bad but you can tell it was made
by an amateur. I'll probably play more of it. alright for 3 bucks. its also a unity game but what do you expect?

sad this dev didn't sell more copies tbh. but what do you expect with games flooding steam daily?. My first impression was the
menu UI that has a noticeable lag when hovering over the menu buttons, and is very dated. Could use a little bit less cluttering.

Next up, the gameplay. As soon as I joined a game, I had no idea what I was doing. I shot other people, ran around, and did
everything the trailer told me to do. It got repetitive. And I had no idea what the RAM meter at the bottom of my screen did.

The controls are very slippery and it is very easy to fall off the ledge and die.

The in-game "popups" unlock your mouse and effectively hinder gameplay by throwing your mouse out of the game window
(assuming you're playing on Windowed mode like I was) and in turn makes you click other applications outside of the game,
which can be bothersome especially if you're in the middle of a firefight. The glitch effects that happen when you're getting
attacked become an epileptic eyesore after a while.

I'm not going to complain about the price as $2.54 was all I paid for this game, so I guess I got what I deserved without
expecting an AAA experience.. I have not played it yet but Eugen gives a healthy amount of FreeLC.. This game... I love this
game! The beginning is a bit tough, but the mid-game is really fun!

You start with 4 squad members with average skills. They miss a lot and need to be close to their target in order to hit most of
the time. As you complete missions, your squad members gain experience which will gradually increase their performance.
Experience is spent on stat points which increase an array of skills which will directly and quickly benefit each squad member.
When enough stats are gained, classes become available. Most classes will net your squad member a few benefits, and can be
trained up to lvl 3. Each squad member can have 3 classes maxed out at lvl 3.

As missions are completed and time passes, more and more territories are explored and made available to you. Bases need to be
connected together using tracks in order to gain resources, and some facilities will boost those resources gained. Missions can be
triggered automatically, or you can "ask" for a mission to be plotted in a single region of your choice at a time. Most missions
consist of defeating most enemies on a battle map, capturing a marked enemy, rescuing a civilian or escorting several civilians
to a specific spot on the battle map. Once the objective is complete, you can complete the mission even if there are still enemies
remaining. This game will make a tactician out of you!

There are many strategies in battle and out of combat which will guarantee replayability. What facilities will you build in which
city? Will you focus on research early on? Will you manufacture armor and weapons as soon as possible? Which research will
you start first?

The game has some bugs which are annoying at times, but still manageable. Sometimes you won't be able to complete a mission
because of an enemy outside the map or in a spot you can't reach. The game will sometimes crash when rearranging squad
members. Using the unofficial 1.3 patch and widescreen resolution fix, this oldy is a goody.

I give this game a good 9\/10. I have completed it once (about 60 hours of gameplay to capture every territory possible) and
have started another playthrough. Much fun! I especially love how enemies sometimes fly when you shoot them with shotguns at
close range or snipers!. Do not buy. Developer inactive. Broken Game.. From my experience so far, this game isn't worth $5, let
alone $20. It crashes nearly every time a new area is loaded, and the gameplay is tedious, holding your hand so hard as to force
you to physically hide from nothing in two separate ways just to teach you how to hide. In addition, the opening section alone
has you backtrack at least twice. That's twice in less than 15 minutes. Audio is poor, too. Just generic stuff that adds nothing to
the atmosphere. Voice acting is horrendous as well, and the intro video is literally a terrible, 5-minute long meme, with 30
seconds devoted to the player character dancing the Gangnam Style dance to what I'm assuming is generic free music. There's
no way the developer took this game seriously. It's Youtube fodder and nothing more.. I think these costumes are very well
done. The fact that they don't have costume damage is due to the game engine being different. Hopefully Team Ninja will
update the PC version with this engine to enable the damage.. It doesn't show up with the pictures and names of the cars, hope
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this will be fixed in the next update. And also, where is the spoiler on the Maluch and the wide body?
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